
 

  

L.E.A.P – Learning Enrichment Afterschool Program 

Elevate Your Child's After-School Journey! 

Are you seeking an enriching after-school program that captivates your child's interest and offers invaluable homework 
support? Your search ends here! Introducing the Learning Enrichment After School Program (LEAP) designed for primary 
and elementary students of Cornelia Bradford within our community. 

Engage, Explore, Excel: LEAP Delivers It All! 

Within the vibrant atmosphere of LEAP, students embark on an enriching journey that combines a diverse range of engaging 
activities with dedicated homework time. But that's not all! Our program extends beyond academics, fostering an 
environment where social interactions flourish. Your child will connect with peers, broadening their social horizons and 
participating in a captivating array of dynamic enrichment classes. 

In Partnership with Mini-Ivy©: Unleashing Curiosity Through STEM 

Join forces with Mini-Ivy (www.mini-ivy.com), a trailblazer in 21st-century STEM education. This exclusive collaboration 
introduces a specially crafted curriculum that harnesses the innate curiosity and creativity of young minds. By nurturing 
critical thinking skills during these crucial formative years, Mini-Ivy empowers students with confidence and engagement 
that reverberates throughout their lives. Ignite your child's passion for STEM and watch them thrive! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

At A Glance:  

🕒 Program Hours: 3:00 pm - 6:30 pm at Learning Ladders International Baccalaureate World School, 
located at 33 Hudson St, JC, NJ 07302. 

🚙 Convenient Pickup: Enjoy after-school pickups including one half-day pickup, expertly coordinated by 
Learning Ladders. (Pickups not available the Wednesday before Thanksgiving, Friday before Christmas, Learning Ladders 
school graduation in June, Parent-Teacher Meetings days, and any other days school has events)  

📚 Enrichment Galore: Immerse your child in over 30 captivating enrichment classes, all included in the 
program—no additional tuition required! 

📝 Homework Assistance: Our dedicated team provides valuable homework support, ensuring your child 
stays on track with assignments. 

🍒 Nutrition Included: Benefit from a tailored meal/snack plan through our school lunch partner, 
prioritizing your child's well-being. 

☀ Year-Round Advantage: Enroll for the full school year (September to June) and receive an extra treat—
a complimentary week of summer camp! 

🌟 Uninterrupted Learning: LEAP maintains consistency by adhering to Learning Ladders and public-
school schedules, aligning with closures due to weather, holidays, and other events. 

 



  

Registration form 

Student Information 

Name____________________________________ Birth Date______________________ Age at start of LEAP__________________  

Home Address_____________________________City___________________State_______________Zip______________________  

Current School and Grade/Class___________________________ School Phone Number____________________________________  

Bus Number:________________  Signature to authorize pick-up:_______________________________________________________  

Please provide information on any dietary restrictions and allergy 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Any regular or emergency medications____________________________________________________________________________  

Parent Information 

Mother’s Name______________________________________________________  

Mother’s Cell Phone__________________ Mother’s Email Address__________________________________________________ 

Mother’s Work Phone_________________ Mother’s Employer______________________________________________________  

Father’s Name_______________________________________________________  

Father’s Cell Phone__________________ Father’s Email Address___________________________________________________  

Father’s Work Phone_________________ Father’s Employer_______________________________________________________  

Emergency/ Alternate Contact__________________________________________ 

 

How to register: Please indicate below by marking which month your child will be attending: 
September______October______November______December_______January_______ 
February________March________April________May________June_________  

Please return this completed application form, a copy of the birth certificate and immunization records, a check made to Learning 
Ladders for 100% of the LEAP tuition, security deposit equivalent to one month of LEAP tuition and $100 registration fee. Please 
note it is parent’s responsibility to inform student’s school that you are authorizing Learning Ladders to pick up your child.  

By registering the student for LEAP parents agree to follow all of policies and procedures of the Learning Ladders International 
Baccalaureate School including the Information to Parents Document, Policy on the Release of Children, Positive Guidance and 
Policy on Methods of Parental Notification, Policy on Communicable Disease Management, Policy on the Use of Technology and 
Social Media and Tuition Structure. 



  

S.T.E.M program (from Mini-Ivy) 
 

Science 

Students explore different concepts using the education version of Minecraft. Teachers guide students in 
solving Minecraft puzzles using block coding and Python. The classes focus on self-paced customized 
learning for each student and focuses on fundamental concepts. 

 

Technology 

In Coding with Scratch classes are carefully designed after thoughtful planning to engage students in 
activities such as animation, creating their own games, creation of puzzles and mathematical concepts 
using block-coding. Students will build a good foundation on the fundamentals of programming. These 
skills will help them in doing Micro:bit robotic projects. 

 

Engineering 

Classes are focused on introduction to circuit design, robotic cars and robotic soccer. Students are 
engaged with hands on approach to engineering and robotics classes. Successful completion of models 
and projects boosts students’ confidence and builds upon the strength to find a solution.  

 

Mathematics 

Our math classes take a unique approach- instead of solving many questions in each class we focus on 
one question per class. We start by developing a generic framework around the concept from learning the 
fundamental math principal to translating the word problem into math equation and solving it in multiple 
ways such as brute-force method, pattern recognition, algebra and geometry.  



 

 

 

  

Enrichment Programs 

Language Workshop 

As second most-spoken language in the United States, young minds will nurture their communication skills 
and broaden cultural awareness using Spanish as a gateway. Beyond language, students enrich their 
understanding of diverse societies and forge a global perspective that transcends borders. Our Language 
Workshop isn't just about learning another language; it's a journey that enriches minds and broadens 
horizons.  

Gymnastics 

Unleash the power of movement and grace with Gymnastics. Students will navigate a realm of thrilling 
activities, from mastering the art of balance on a beam to soaring through hoops with finesse. With a focus 
on safe tumbling and cartwheel techniques, this empowering journey builds both self-confidence and 
flexibility. Embrace the importance of warm-ups and discover the magic of synchronized motion, all while 
cultivating a stronger sense of physical mastery. 

Soccer 

Ignite teamwork, communication, and camaraderie while staying active. In these soccer sessions, students 
learn the foundations of soccer, mastering essential skills while honing their hand-eye coordination and 
communication prowess. From dazzling footwork to dynamic plays, students not only score goals but also 
acquire the fundamental life skills that teamwork brings. 

Instrumental Music 

Step onto the stage of musical discovery with our Instrumental Music curriculum. As students master 
diverse instruments and unravel the secrets of tempos and beats, they unlock a symphony of self-expression 
and creativity. Music is not just notes; it's a journey that enhances social skills, fosters self-assuredness, and 
turns every beat into a stepping stone toward confidence. 

Arts 

Ignite imagination and shape the world through the vibrant palette of our Arts program. Students become 
artisans as they immerse themselves in a realm of creative projects. Beyond colors and crafts, these sessions 
sculpt fine motor skills, boost self-esteem, and empower students to voice their inner visions. With every 
brushstroke, they learn the art of problem-solving and the magic of turning ideas into tangible masterpieces. 

 



 

S.T.E.A.M 

Science: 

In class science projects help lay a foundation in early childhood that fosters the evidence-based 
exploration and solution. Students will learn to implement the scientific method, a way of thinking ad 
approaching problems rationally to get a logical conclusion. 
 

Technology: 

Students incorporates technology into their daily routine through interactive stories, learning games, and 
activity documentation. This enhances the problem solving and abstract thinking empowering the future 
citizens to be more creative and productive. 

 

Engineering: 

Students will engage in activities like building bridges and planning a design. Students will also test those 
designs as well as construct buildings using mediums like marshmallows and sticks. In a knowledge-
based world, these hands-on activities prepare the students to explore different approaches to reach a 
solution.  
 

Art: 

Today’s times need a creative dynamic approach and that is why our arts education gives children a better 
understanding of the world. It provides with an education and imagination to create, innovate, and excel.  

 

Mathematics: 

Students learn and apply numerous mathematical skills including: one to one correspondence, compare 
numbers, understand addition and subtraction, work with numbers 11-19 to gain foundations for place 
value. They will also learn to describe and compare measurable attributes, classify objects, and count the 
number of objects in each category. They will then move on to identifying and describing shapes. 
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 Pricing & Additional Benefits 

🌞 Why Choose LEAP: Imagine a stress-free afternoon where you are not rushing amidst work day to pick 
up from school, your child is not only academically supported but also immersed in engaging activities until 
the day's end. With LEAP, you're not just investing in an after-school program – you're investing in a 
brighter, well-rounded future for your child. 

🌟 LEAP Program Pricing: Receive all of the above Enrichment Classes, STEM Program & Homework 
Assistance, and Stress-Free Pickup from PS16 (our school commute partner) - All for an Unbeatable Price 
of $1250 per month!  

💡 An Exceptional Value: Each enriching class typically costs over $35 per hour elsewhere. At Learning 
Ladders, we go above and beyond by offering 2 classes daily, which means the total monthly cost of the 
LEAP program pays for itself! What's more, your child will benefits from personalized homework 
assistance and the added convenience of school pickup - all included in this incredible package. 

📚 Unlock Year-Round Advantages: Enroll your child for the entire academic year (September to June), 
and you'll not only secure a full year of exceptional learning but also enjoy an exclusive perk: a 
complimentary one week of any choice of summer camp - nearly $750 off the cost of summer camp! 

📢 Don't Miss Out: Secure your child's spot in the LEAP Program today to take advantage of unbeatable 
pricing, extraordinary value, and a truly enriching after-school experience. 

Please note: Tuition not prorated for partial attendance. Week or day substitution cannot be accommodated due to any 
absence.  


